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What is a poplolli? It’s a 
mixed-up version of lollipop! 
Playing with words helps 
your youngster hear the 
sounds and syllables within 
them. Use these clever activi-
ties to build his phonological 
awareness—an important 
predictor of reading success.

Where in the word?
Let your child pick out a 

stuffed animal. Then, label one sheet of 
paper “Beginning,” another “Middle,” and 
a third one “End.” Now, say a three-letter 
word (cup), choose one letter (u), and say 
its sound (uh). Does your youngster hear 
that sound in the beginning, middle, or 
end of cup? He can show you by hopping 
the stuffed animal to the right paper.

Rhyming riddles
Ask your youngster to name a cate-

gory like food or games. Think of a word 
that fits in the category, and make up a 
riddle for him to guess it—ending with 

Play with sounds and 
syllables 

 ■ Fire! Fuego! Brave Bomberos 
(Susan Middleton Elya) 
Follow the brave 
bomberos as they 
race their fire 
truck, put out a 
fire, and save a kitty! Learn how the 
firefighters use the hydrant and hose 
to battle the flames. This fast-paced 
rhyming story is told with English 
and Spanish words and contains a 
glossary in the back. 

 ■ The Dark (Lemony Snicket) 
A little boy named 
Laszlo is afraid of 
the dark, but the 
dark lives in the 
basement and out-
side at night. One 

day, the dark visits Laszlo in his room, 
and they have a talk. Will Laszlo stop 
being afraid? Find out in this beauti-
fully illustrated tale. 

 ■ The Barefoot Book of Ballet Stories 
(Jane Yolen and Heidi E. Y. Stemple)
Read the stories behind The Nutcracker, 
Swan Lake, and other famous ballets. 
Perfect for the young dancer, this book 
also includes historical information 
about classical ballet and tells about 
performances of each tale.

 ■ The Great Seal of the United 
States (Norman Pearl) 
Your child has probably seen the 
United States seal before—an eagle 
with a shield—but does he know what 
it means? Ben Franklin narrates the 
history of the seal and how the design 
came to be a symbol
of America. Every 
aspect of the seal is 
explained with pic-
tures and descriptions. 

Writing: Decorate for inspiration 

a made-up word that rhymes with your 
word. Example: “I am green and spicy, 
and I taste good with chips. I rhyme 
with wuacawole” (guacamole).

Scrambled syllables
Take turns secretly picking a word 

with at least two syllables (scarecrow) and 
saying it with the syllables in the wrong 
order (crowscare). Try to guess each oth-
er’s word. Tip: It doesn’t need to be a word 
your child can spell or read—it could 
even be expialisuperfragilisticdociouscali 
(supercalifragilisticexpialidocious).♥

“What should my story be about?” Your 
child can use these suggestions for dreaming 
up story topics—and decorating her room. 

 ● Collect photos. Encourage your youngster to 
gather interesting pictures, such as a photo of 
a stormy night or a camel in a desert. Together, 
string yarn along a wall and use clothespins to 
hang the photos from it. Then, she can pick one to 
write about.

 ● Make story sticks. Help your child write possible story titles on craft sticks. 
Examples: “The Day the Sun Didn’t Set,” “The Lonely Polka-Dotted Zebra.” She 
can decorate a jar, add sand, and insert the sticks. Let her put the jar on her 
dresser and choose a stick when she’s ready to write.♥

Read-aloud favorites
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Get hooked on a series  

Here’s a fun idea: Go out-
side together, and help her 
write “Characters,” “Setting,” 
“Problem,” and “Solution” in 
chalk on separate sidewalk 
squares or on paper plates 
scattered in the grass. She 
can draw a picture for each 
part, then jump to each 

square or plate as she retells 
the story. 

If your daughter doesn’t seem 
to know what to say during retell-

ings, talk to the teacher to make 
sure her reading-comprehension 

skills are on track.♥

Retell a story 
●Q This year, my daughter will be tested on 
how well she can retell books she has read. 
Why is this, and how can I help her do 
a good job?

●A Retelling a story lets the teacher 
know how well your daughter 
understands what she read. During 
a test, she’ll need to identify the 
characters and setting, and she’ll 
have to describe major plot events 
in the right order. 

I loved series 
books when I was 
little—I could 

hardly wait to find out what would hap-
pen in the next installment. Now that 
my daughter is reading, I wanted to 
help her find series books 
to fall in love with, too.

Our librarian was 
happy to help. She 
said kids feel com-
fortable reading books 
in a series because the 
characters become famil-
iar to them. She recom-
mended a new series by 

Super 
sentence 
strips  

Teachers use sentence strips to help 
students practice writing good sen-
tences. Together, cut sheets of paper into 
strips at home, and try these ideas.

Shared sentence 
On a strip, one 

person writes 
an opening 
word for a 
sentence 
(“I”). The 
next person 
reads that word and adds another 
(“like”). Keep going to fill the entire 
strip. When you get close to the end, the 
last person has to think of a way to end 
the sentence so it makes sense. (“I like 
to jump in leaves when I rake.”)

Forbidden vowel
Your youngster can practice choosing 

words carefully as he writes a sentence. 
Pick a vowel, and work together to make 
up a sentence that does not include that 
letter. For example, if the vowel is e, 
he might use a or an instead of the, or 
road instead of street. (“A cow ran down 
a road.”)♥

A listening treasure hunt 
If you ask a little one to put on his coat 

and grab his backpack, he may get the 

backpack and forget the coat. That’s 

because it’s challenging for young chil-

dren to follow multi-step directions. 

This fun treasure hunt can boost your 

youngster’s listening skills and increase the number of steps he can handle at once. 

1. Hide a small “treasure,” such as a colorful eraser, a spinning top, or a bouncy ball. 

2. Give your child directions, one step at a time, to find the treasure. You might say, 

“Walk to the couch.” When he gets there, say, “Look under the middle cushion.”

3. After he spots it, hide a new treasure, and give two-step directions this time. 

(“Open the cabinet door, and look behind the DVDs.”)

4. Once your youngster is comfortable with two-step instructions, try directions 

with three or four steps.♥

Herman Parish about Amelia Bedelia 
when she was a little girl. She also sug-
gested Owl Diaries by Rebecca Elliott, 
and Fly Guy by Tedd Arnold.

Maya started with Owl Diaries. By the 
time she finished the 

first book, Eva’s Tree-
top Festival, she felt 
like Eva the owl was 
her friend. Now, she 
wants to read on to 
see what Eva does 
next. And when she 
finishes that series, 

she has a whole list of 
new ones to try.♥
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When little ones begin to 
write stories, they learn to put 
events in a logical order and 
to link each idea to the one 
before it. Help your child 
practice sequencing and 
connecting events with 
these strategies. 

Create a storyboard
Movie directors make 

storyboards to show what 
order the scenes will go in. 
Encourage your youngster 
to pretend she’s a director and 
draw pictures for a story on separate 
sticky notes. Then, she can put the 
events on paper or poster board in the 
order they should occur. Let her use this 
storyboard to tell you her story, and help 
her write it down. 

Make a time line
Help your child write 10–12 happen-

ings from her life on separate index 
cards. Examples: “Born.” “Moved to 
Greenville.” “Started kindergarten.” 
Shuffle the cards, and ask her to put 
them in the right order. Then, she could 
put together a time line by taping the 
cards together in a row. Idea: She can use 

Write in a logical sequence 
 ■ In the Spin of Things: Poetry of 

Motion (Rebecca Kai Dotlich)
Windshield wipers go 
“squeegy-squish,” pen-
cil sharpeners whittle 
and whir, laundry swirls and spins, 
cereal pieces swim and soak. Your 
youngster will enjoy hearing you read 
these poems that describe the motions 
and sounds of familiar objects.

 ■ Night of the Veggie Monster 
(George McClements) 

Tuesday is “pea night,” and 
the boy in this story must 
eat three peas. He pops one 
into his mouth, and sud-
denly his fingers begin to 
wiggle and his eyes start to 

water. What will happen when the 
little “veggie monster” actually swal-
lows the pea?

 ■ Star Stuff: Carl Sagan and 
the Mysteries of the Cosmos 
(Stephanie Roth Sisson) 
One of the world’s most famous 
astronomers was once a little boy 
who loved gazing at the stars. Carl 
Sagan grew up to make important 
discoveries about the universe. This 
biography describes his life—and 
explains big science concepts for 
young readers.

 ■ Grandfather Counts 
(Andrea Cheng) 
Helen can’t wait for her 
Chinese grandfather to 
visit, but then she’s disappointed to 
learn he doesn’t speak English. See 
how Helen and her grandfather find 
ways to communicate and bond, 
beginning by counting together in 
Chinese. Includes a list of Chinese 
words with English translations.

Involved in reading 

her time line to write the story of her life, 
adding a few details about each event.

Link it up
Write two silly or random events on 

a sheet of paper—one at the top (“I got 
a pet giraffe”) and one at the bottom 
(“Mom made an apple pie”). Let your 
child read the first sentence. Take turns 
adding a sentence that is logically con-
nected to the one before it. The goal? To 
write a story that links the two original 
events! Example: “The giraffe loved 
apples. He was tall enough to knock 
apples off the tree for us…”♥

From meeting with the teacher to attending special 
events, there are many ways for you to be involved at your 
youngster’s school as he learns to read. Here are three.

1. Attend a parent-teacher conference. You’ll discover how 
your child is doing in reading (and other subjects). You may 
get to see books he is reading or samples of his writing.

2. Visit the school book fair. You and your youngster will 
enjoy browsing new books, and they usually offer discounted prices.

3. Go to a family reading night. You may do activities like reading with your child and 
playing word games. You might also come away with ideas to try at home.♥

Read-aloud favorites
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Be a spelling family 

Read to everyone. Have 
more than one child? Read 
to them all at once! It’s a 
nice way for siblings to 
bond. Plus, when a little one 
stops you to ask what a word 

means, an older sibling can 
take pride in explaining it. Tip: 

When you have time, try to 
give each youngster his own 

read-aloud slot.

Introduce new books. Start a new tradition in just 20 minutes. 
Favorite books are often passed down through generations—
use story time to share books you loved as a child. Your enjoy-
ment will shine through as you read, which can inspire your 
youngster to love reading, too.♥

Story time: 20 
minutes of magic 

Experts recommend that parents read to their 
children for at least 20 minutes a day. It’s cozy, 
it’s fun—and it teaches your child skills he can 
use when he reads on his own. Consider these 
suggestions for fitting a memorable learning 
experience into just 20 minutes.

Pick the time and place. Try to find times when you can slow 
down, snuggle up, and read. Choose a place that’s free of dis-
tractions, especially electronics. You’ll show your youngster 
that reading takes priority over the TV and the phone.

Learning to spell 
doesn’t end when you 
finish school. Show 

your youngster that spelling is a lifelong 
endeavor with these ideas that will help 
her study for spelling tests and learn 
new words:

 ● Hold a family spelling bee. 
Give your child words from 
her school spell-
ing list. On your 
turn to spell, 
she gets to pick 
a word from the 
dictionary to try 

Awesome 
alphabet activities 
●Q My son is learning to write his ABCs. 
How could we practice at home?

●A Hands-on alphabet activities are ideal 
for little ones. That’s because feeling let-
ters’ shapes helps youngsters remember 
how to form them.

Let your son 
bend flexible 
household 
materials (pipe 
cleaners, jump 
ropes) to make 
letters. Then, he could take a photo of 
each letter. Print and staple them into a 
booklet so he can trace over the letters 
with his finger.

At snack time, put cream cheese into 
a freezer bag, seal, and snip off a corner. 
Have your child squeeze the cream 
cheese to form letters on graham crack-
ers. Squeezing the bag will also build 
small muscles he needs for writing.

Finally, unleash your youngster’s cre-
ativity. Ask him what else he could use 
to make letters or write his ABCs on, 
and watch what he comes up with!♥

Reading, writing, and STEM 
Combine reading and writing with STEM (science, tech-

nology, engineering, and math) to give your child a leg 
up on these important areas. Try these activities.

Design an animal home
Animals are clever engineers! Your youngster can prac-

tice reading for detail—and explore engineering—by reading a 
nonfiction book about an animal and building a model of its home. 
Have her read closely for details that will help. For instance, she might read, “Prairie 
dogs make mounds with holes, or craters, to help prevent flooding in their burrows.” 
Then, she could build a model of a burrow out of clay—complete with a crater.

Program a “robot”
Here’s a fun way for your child to write in another “language.” Pretend to 

be a robot, and let her write a code to “program” you. First, let her list actions and 
assign a symbol to each. Example: “ →= jump, O = twirl.” Next, she should write 
a string of symbols and numbers showing you what to do. Example: “3 → O  2 →” 
means jump three times, twirl, and jump twice. Switch roles—now you’re the coder, 
and she’s the robot.♥

to stump you. Play double or triple 
elimination to make your spelling bee 
last longer.

 ● Have each person learn to spell at least 
one new word per week and add it to a 
list on the refrigerator. Your youngster 
might add words she likes from books, 

such as neon or velvet. 
Adults can choose long 
words like onomatopoeia 
or lackadaisical—seeing 
these on your list will 
introduce your child to 
big words that are fun 
to say.♥
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Winter break is full of 
opportunities for your 
youngster to read—and 
for your family to 
spend extra time 
together. Try these 
activities that fit right 
into the season.

Check the mail
Gather in the liv-

ing room, and let your 
child read aloud from 
the greeting cards, post-
cards, and family newslet-
ters that arrive in your mailbox. He 
could also read announcements of holi-
day events—this will give him practice 
reading dates, times, and addresses, too. 

Read to relatives
It’s fun to snuggle up and read to 

Grandpa! If you visit with relatives, your 
youngster could show them how he’s 
learning to read. If you’re not seeing 
extended family in person, suggest that 
your child read to them long-distance via 
phone call or video chat. Idea: Get a book 
of plays for children. He and his cousins 

A reading vacation 
 ■ Tiny Creatures: The World of 

Microbes (Nicola Davies) 
Germs make us sick, 
right? Actually, very few 
kinds of microbes, tiny 
organisms like viruses 
and bacteria, cause illness. Microbes 
are everywhere, and most of them are 
helpful. Your child will learn about 
these microscopic creatures in this 
fascinating nonfiction book. 

 ■ The Best Story (Eileen Spinelli) 
A little girl enters a writing contest 
to win a roller coaster ride with her 

favorite author. Every-
one in her family has 
advice about what a 
good story should 
include, so she 
writes one with 

action, humor, and romance. Then, 
her mom gives her the best advice 
of all—and she rewrites her story 
straight from her heart. 

 ■ Stick and Stone (Beth Ferry) 
Stick knows just what to do when he 
sees Pinecone bullying Stone—he 
sticks up for the little rock. That’s all 
it takes for the pair to become loyal 
friends. Will Pinecone apologize for 
being a bully and make friends with 
them, too? 

 ■ Please, Mr. Panda (Steve Antony) 
An ostrich, a skunk, and all the other 
black-and-white animals want the 
same thing: one of Mr. Panda’s color-
ful doughnuts. Unfortunately, they 
forget to say “please” and 
“thank you” when they 
ask for their treats. A 
cute manners lesson. 
(Also available in 
Spanish.) 

Let’s write poetry 

could choose one, practice reading their 
lines, and perform it for the adults.

Play, build, or cook
Your youngster can practice reading 

instructions when you play a board 
game, assemble a train set, or make a hol-
iday casserole. Help him read each step 
aloud. Diagrams and other graphics often 
accompany assembly instructions—and 
when your child uses them, tell him that’s 
“reading,” too.♥

Is your child a poet who doesn’t 
know it? Suggest that she turn to 
favorite books or best friends for 
inspiration. Here’s how.

 ● From book to poem. Have your 
youngster look through a book and pick out words she could rhyme. In a nonfic-
tion book about castles, she might choose knight and bright or moat and boat. “In 
the castle lived a very brave knight. His suit of armor was shiny and bright.”

 ● Poems with friends. Encourage your child to write a poem with a friend. They 
could take turns adding lines to their verse. Have them agree on a topic (say, recess). 
Then, your youngster could write, “We love flying high on swings,” and her friend 
might add, “And hanging from bars and rings.”♥

Read-aloud favorites
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Parts-of-speech bags 

Learn from story time. Library 
story hours are a great way for 
your child to discover new 
books. Attend one, and then 
let your youngster use it as 
a jumping-off point. She 
might look up stories by 
an author she enjoyed or a 
graphic novel like the one 
the librarian read. 

Tour your area. If your library sys-
tem has multiple branches, try visiting 

a few. The children’s sections probably have different types of 
reading areas, book selections, and activities. Together, you’ll 
become familiar with all that your libraries have to offer.♥

At the library  
The library is more than a building full of 

free books to read. It’s also a place to make 
memories and help your youngster develop 
a love of reading. Consider these ideas.

Read around a theme. Ask your child to 
pick a theme for your library visit. Exam-
ples: snow, holidays, foods around the 
world. Then, go on an adventure to find 
related material. For snow, your youngster 
might check out a picture book about a snowman, a non-
fiction book about an Olympic skier, and a winter issue of 
National Geographic Kids magazine. 

Noun, verb, or adjec-
tive…this game makes it 

fun to identify parts of speech.

Materials: 3 paper lunch bags, marker, 
scissors, old newspapers and magazines 

First, help your youngster label each 
bag with a different part of speech: nouns, 
verbs, and adjectives. Can he tell you 
what each one does? If he isn’t sure, here’s 
a quick guide:

• A noun names a person, 
place, or thing (cricket). 

• An adjective describes 
a noun or pronoun 
(loud). 

• A verb shows action 
(chirps).

Young 
researchers 

●Q This year in school, my daughter has 
to do research on an inventor of her choice. 
That sounds like a big job for a little one! 
How can I help her?

●A You might 
think of 
research as 
something 
that older 
kids do. But 
research is 
just the pro-
cess of gathering information. 

Your daughter may collect facts about 
her inventor by reading a biography or 
visiting a museum website. She could 
even interview a neighbor or relative 
who uses one of the person’s inventions 
on the job. 

Remind your daughter that she should 
always double-check facts in case a book 
or a website is incorrect or outdated. If a 
book says an inventor had more than 
100 patents, she could see if a history 
or education website states the same 
number.♥

Make a writing kit 
My son, Evan, wasn’t showing 

a lot of interest in writing stories. I remembered that 

our daughter really enjoyed writing with glitter pens 

and little notepads. That gave me an idea.

I gathered supplies like paper, sticky notes, index 

cards, colored pens and pencils, blank cards and 

envelopes, a hole puncher, scissors, and glue. I put 

everything into a shoe box, labeled it “Evan’s Writing Kit,” and presented the box 

to my son.
At first, he just drew pictures, but soon he began leaving notes around the house 

for us to read. And one day, he showed me a book he wrote about trucks. He had 

drawn and labeled a different type of vehicle on each index card, hole-punched the 

cards, and fastened them together with a nut and bolt!

Having his own writing kit with various materials seems to motivate Evan—

and the whole family is enjoying his writing.♥

Then, have your child cut apart head-
lines into individual words and sort them 
into the bags. (Set aside any words that 
don’t fit into the categories.) 

Finally, he can draw one word from 
each bag and try to make up a sentence 
that includes all of them. Example: A 
cricket chirps loudly, but he is not as 
loud as a cicada.

Note: When he’s comfortable identify-
ing those parts of speech, 

add bags for pronouns 
and adverbs. A pronoun 
takes the place of a noun 
(he instead of cricket). 
An adverb describes a 
verb (loudly).♥
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